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DODIC
Lot Number
Serial Number (if applicable)
Date/Time of Incident
Total Number of rounds which malfunctioned
Was a local suspension of the lot(s) imposed?
Unit name, UIC, DODAAC
Unit POC, contact phone number, e-mail
Weapon Nomenclature / Model / Serial Number 
(For arty weapons, also include the serial number and manufacturer of the gun and breech ring).
Condition of the weapon prior to the malfunction and the date of the last overhaul, to include data on head space and timing of actual gauge check.
Description of the weapon after malfunction.  If the weapon is damaged, transmit photos under separate cover to the same organizational mailbox
 as this report.
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
  To gather information about ammunition malfunctions in order to prevent future malfunctions. 
NOTE:
  Submitting this malfunction report does not negate the requirement for units to report mishaps via MCO P5102.1B w/Ch 1-2 
(Navy & Marine Corps Mishap and Safety Investigation, Reporting, and Record Keeping Manual).
AMMUNITION MALFUNCTION REPORT
1. AMMUNITION DATA
2. UNIT DATA
3. WEAPON DATA
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Complete the applicable fields as accurately as possible.
2. E-mail to USMCAMMOMALFUNCTIONS@USMC.MIL, FLBK-MALF@NAVY.MIL, and copy your chain of command.
3. If possible, provide pictures with the e-mail.
A brief statement as to the condition of the round and packaging prior to the firing/employment.
Total number of rounds from the malfunctioning lot(s) remaining on hand or returned to the local ASP.
Total number of rounds fired (or attempted) from the lot(s) on the day of the malfunction.
a.  High or low order
b.  Distance from the muzzle or end of the launcher
c.  Obstructions in the line of fire or in the weapon tube
d.  Fuze setting
e.  Evidence of unburned propellant or residue in the tube
f.  Deviations from instructions in the Technical Manual(s)
Base and Range where malfunction(s) occurred
Type of target
Indicate the number of casualties sustained.  Report in three categories using NUMBERS ONLY (NOT names)
1.  Minor injuries requiring only field or outpatient treatment, 
2.  Major injuries requiring hospitalization, 
3.  Fatalities 
(e.g., 2 minor injuries, 1 major injury, 0 fatalities)
If the malfunction was a premature detonation indicate:
Weather conditions. 
Provide relative humidity reading for Linear Demolition Charge (M913, ML25) malfunctions.
Terrain at the scene of the malfunction 
(i.e., ground was sandy, normal soil, marsh, clay, water, rocky, snow packed, etc.).
When electronically initiated ammunition is involved in the malfunction, comment on the proximity and type of electrical energy source(s) 
in the immediate area.
5.  PREVAILING CONDITIONS
Elevation of tube, zone in which fired (include the number of propellant charges used), length of recoil, and range to target.
Statement as to whether the muzzle was close enough to the ground (dug in) to permit the entry of foreign material.
Availability/location of residue from the malfunctioning item/weapon.
Number of weapons firing the reported ammunition lot on the day of the malfunction/number of malfunctions per weapon.
Provide a complete narrative description of what actually occurred.  
Include the following if applicable: 
1.  Any nonstandard conditions observed, 
2.  Describe the location of the malfunction in relation to the weapon and/or personnel involved.   
4.  DESCRIPTION OF THE MALFUNCTION
Use this section for any additional information. 
6.  STORAGE CONDITIONS
Prior to operation: Ammunition location 
(i.e., stored inside the magazine, outside under a tarpaulin, etc.)
Prior to firing/employment:
Was ammunition unpacked and subjected to adverse elements?      ( i.e., rain, snow, direct sunlight, etc.)
7.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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